gendered careers
women centred ways of working on Connecting Opportunities

Aim
The aim of the activities is to explore gendered perceptions of different jobs/careers.
The activities can be facilitated flexibly based on the level of English proficiency of learners.
Learners can explore new vocabulary (practice writing, reading, listening, speaking) as well as engage in
conversations about their career aspirations.
Learners can explore any gender assumptions which might (not) be connected to (some of) the roles.
1) card game – conversations
- start with the upper side of the card – with the name of the role/profession
- depending how many people take part each person can get a card (and be asked not to look on the other side) or
cards can be laid out ‘memory-game-style’
- firstly, look at and discuss the roles/careers (suggested conversation support questions)
 Who can do this job?
 What do you need to do this job?
 Would you want to do this job? Is it possible? Barriers?
- then look at the other side and explore the stories (suggested conversation support questions)
 Are you surprised?
 What are your thoughts?
2) card game – vocabulary practice
- start with the upper side of the card – with the name of the role/profession
- depending how many people take part each person can get a card (and be asked not to look on the other side) or
cards can be laid out ‘memory-game-style’
- suggested activities
 practice/learn new vocabulary for the pictures/icons on this side of the card (writing, speaking, listening)
 turn the cards and practice/learn vocabulary (reading, writing, speaking, listening)
 discuss jobs learners did in the past, would like to do in the future
 discuss ideal jobs and why are they good
more discussion resources
How a job acquires a gender (and less authority if it’s female) - Gendered jobs harm us all
http://theconversation.com/how-a-job-acquires-a-gender-and-less-authority-if-its-female-79164

-

how to use (and print) the cards
there are 2 sets of pictures for each for type of activity (conversation and vocabulary) – top of the card (with the
name of the role/profession) and bottom of the card (with the person’s story or vocabulary)
the PDF documents with the cards are set up with sequence of 4 tops of the cards and 4 bottoms of the cards so
that you can print the cards double sided in A6 size (4 pages on one page A4, printed double sided); you can also
print the cards on single pages and laminate them together for easier repeated use; or you can choose to print a
selection of cards and use them for your own activities
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